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Accurate Runs-Scored Records for Players of the Deadball Era: 
The Players on the 1911 Detroit Tigers 

 
                                                                                                                                                   by Herm Krabbenhoft 
 
APPENDIX 
 
RESEARCH PROCEDURE 
 
For each of the 831 runs scored by the Tigers in 1911 I sought to obtain three critical components: (a) the identity 
of the player who scored the run; (b) the details of the run-scoring event [e.g., a 2-RBI double, a balk, a 1-RBI 
grounder (batter safe on a fielding error), a 0-RBI grounder (batter safe on a fielding error), a 1-RBI bases-loaded 
walk, etc.]; and (c) the identity of the player who completed his plate appearance during the run-scoring event 
(i.e., the player who could be credited with batting in the run). And, because runs batted in were not recorded 
officially until 1920, and were not even defined officially until 1931, I followed the 1931 official scoring rules [Rule 
70, Section 13] to credit or to not credit a player with an RBI — “Runs Batted In are runs scored on safe hits 
(including home runs), sacrifice hits, outfield put-outs, infield put-outs, and when the run is forced over by reason 
of the batsman becoming a base-runner. With less than two outs, if an error is made on a play on which a runner 
from third would ordinarily score, credit the batsman with a Run Batted In.” I then provided the complete 
documentation that I assembled to Retrosheet’s Tom Ruane and Dave Smith for their independent review, upon 
which we achieved 100% agreement and Retrosheet incorporated all of the runs-scored numbers in its Box Score 
file (and derived Player Daily files). 
 
NEWSPAPER ACCOUNTS of SELECTED GAMES 
 
May 24, 1911 — Detroit vs. Washington — Detroit Scored 6 runs 
 
Fifth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Ness was the first to receive a present. Stanage sent him to third with a long single 
to right. After Works had fouled to Somerlott, Jones whacked a double over Lelivelt’s head and Ness scored, 
Stanage being held at third. Bush walked and Cobb was safe on a bounder to Somerlott, which the first baseman 
handled cleanly but couldn’t make a play on as he was too late for Stanage at the plate and nobody covered first 
base. With every pillow occupied and only one out, it looked as though the time had come for the Tigers, but 
Groom proceeded to fan Crawford and Delahanty.”  
 
Detroit Journal (DJ) — Nothing at all. 
 
Detroit News (DN) — “Detroit’s first scoring was in the fifth when Ness walked and took third on Stanage’s single. 
Works popped to Somerlott. [Jones doubled, scoring Ness. Bush walked and Cobb grounded to Somerlott] and 
while the first sacker stood holding the ball Stanage scored and the other two runners advanced. This brought up 
Crawford with bases packed. Crawford struck out and Delahanty did the same.”  
 
Detroit Times (DT) — “Groom used a spitter in his worst pinches and struck Crawford and Delahanty out in 
succession with the bases full in the fifth. … Ness walked. Stanage singled to right, Ness taking third. Works 
fouled to Somerlott. Drake doubled against the left screen, Ness scoring. Bush walked, filling the bases. Cobb 
made good, a high bounder to Somerlett, Stanage scoring. Crawford fanned again.” 
 
Washington Evening Star (WES) — “In the fifth Groom had the bases full, with one down, and he struck out both 
Crawford and Delahanty. … Detroit was hapless before Groom till the fifth, when Ness walked and took third on 
Stanage’s single. Works lifted to Somerlott, but Jones scored Ness with a double, and Stanage took third on that 
play. Cobb hit to Somerlott, and while the first sacker held the ball, Stanage scored. Crawford and Delahanty 
struck out.” 
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Washington Herald (WHLD) — “The Tigers did not start until the fifth. Ness walked. Stanage singled. Jones 
doubled, and Cobb beat out an infield roller. This scored a couple. … Groom’s feat in the fifth inning, when, with 
the bases full and one out, he struck out Crawford and Delahanty will long be remembered locally.” 
 
Washington Post (WP) — “Ness was the first to receive a present. Stanage sent him to third with a long single to 
right. After Works had fouled to Somerlott, Jones whacked a double over Lelivelt’s head and Ness scored, 
Stanage being held at third. Bush walked and Cobb was safe on a bounder to Somerlott, which the first baseman 
handled cleanly but couldn’t make a play on as he was too late for Stanage at the plate and nobody covered first 
base. With every pillow occupied and only one out, it looked as though the time had come for the Tigers, but 
Groom proceeded to fan Crawford and Delahanty.” [NOTE: The WP description is exactly the same as the DFP 
decription.]   
 
Washington Times (WT) — “Ness drew a pass in the fifth and took third as Stanage ripped off a single to right. 
Jones’s double to left scored Ness and put Stanage on third, from where he scored as Cobb beat out a dancer to 
Cunningham. With three on, Groom fanned both Crawford and Delahanty.” 
 
Seventh Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “With one out, Groom issued ‘comps’ to Jones, Bush, and Cob in a row. Crawford 
lifted a feeble foul to Conroy for the second out. Delahanty hit one to McBride and just beat the throw to first, 
Jones crossing the plate. Then Groom settled again and made Moriarty go after three strikes that he couldn’t 
reach.” 
 
Detroit Journal (DJ) — Nothing at all. 
 
Detroit News (DN) — “With Works down, Groom walked Jone, Bush, and Cobb. Crawford popped to Conroy, but 
Delahanty got an infield hit, scoring Jones. Then Groom struck out Moriarty, retiring the side.” 
 
Detroit Times (DT) — “McBride fumbled, but threw out Works. Jones walked. Bush walked. Cobb walked, filling 
the bases. Groom and Crawford battled until the count was three and two, then Crawford popped to Conroy. 
Delahanty hit to McBride and beat the throw, Jones scoring. Moriarty fanned.” 
 
Washington Evening Star (WES) — “… Detroit got one run. That was in the seventh. Groom had walked Jones, 
Bush, and Cobb after Works grounded out. Crawford popped to Conroy and Delahanty hit a sharp grounder to 
short for a single.” … The Tigers scored again in the seventh when Delahanty got an infield hit, with the bases 
packed.” 
 
Washington Herald (WHLD) — “Groom passed Jones, Bush, and Cobb with one out in the seventh. Delahanty 
making good an infield single and allowing one run to score.” 
 
Washington Post (WP) — “With one out, Groom issued ‘comps’ to Jones, Bush, and Cob in a row. Crawford lifted 
a feeble foul to Conroy for the second out. Delahanty hit one to McBride and just beat the throw to first, Jones 
crossing the plate. Then Groom settled again and made Moriarty go after three strikes that he couldn’t reach.” 
[NOTE: The WP description is exactly the same as the DFP description.] 
 
Washington Times (WT) — “In the seventh, with one down, Jones walked, and so did Bush and Cobb, largely 
through the assistance of O’Loughlin. Delahanty scored Jones with a drive too hot for McBride.  
 
Eighth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Schaller, batting for Ness, opened it [the eighth] by looking at four that weren’t even 
close to the plate. Stanage sacrificed neatly. This brought up Works, whose idea of successful batting is to hit 
[tall?]. He chose this place for one of his five tall hits, banging a rattling double up against the left field bleachers. 
This scored Schaller in a walk. Jones was rescued by Cunningham for the second out. Bush [hit?] a grounder 
right at McBride, who fumbled the ball, Bush being safe and Works running home. Cobb grounded to 
Cunningham, who forced Bush at second.” 
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Detroit Journal (DJ) — Nothing at all. 
 
Detroit News (DN) — “Schaller batted for Ness and walked. Stanage sacrificed. Works scored Schaller with a 
double, advanced on Jones’s out, and McBride’s fumble of Bush’s grounder sent Works home.” 
 
Detroit Times (DT) — “Works, in the eighth inning, with one man on, one out, and the Tigers one run to the bade, 
flailed the highly-rubberized sphere a mile out into left center, bringing home the tying run and scoring one himself 
a moment later on an infield out and a little slip by McBride. … Schaller, injected to bat for Ness in the eighth, 
worked Groom for one of those walks, and scored on Works’s double. … Schaller batting for Ness. Schaller 
walked. Stanage sacrificed, Groom to Cunningham. Works doubled to left, Schaller scoring. Cunningham tossed 
out Jones, Works advancing. McBride fumbled Bush’s grounder, Works scoring. Cobb forced Bush, Cunningham 
to McBride.” 
 
Washington Evening Star (WES) — “A base on balls to Schaller, Stanage’s sacrifice, Works’s double, Jones’s out 
at first, and McBride’s error on Bush’s grounder gave Detroit two [runs] in the eighth.” 
 
Washington Herald (WHLD) — “A pass to Schaller in the eighth with Works’s double and an error by McBride 
scored the [two] runs that brought the Tigers up to reaching distance.” 
 
Washington Post (WP) — “Schaller, batting for Ness, opened it [the eighth] by looking at four that weren’t even 
close to the plate. Stanage sacrificed neatly. This brought up Works, whose idea of successful batting is to hit 
[tall?]. He chose this place for one of his five tall hits, banging a rattling double up against the left field bleachers. 
This scored Schaller in a walk. Jones was rescued by Cunningham for the second out. Bush [hit?] a grounder 
right at McBride, who fumbled the ball, Bush being safe and Works running home. Cobb grounded to 
Cunningham, who forced Bush at second.” [NOTE: The WP description is exactly the same as the DFP 
description.] 
 
Washington Times (WT) — “One run to the bad, Jennings sent Schaller in to hit for Ness and O’Loughlin gave 
him a ride for nothing. Stanage sacrificed him and Works burned the ball to left center for two cushions, Schaller 
making the run that tied [the score, 5-5]. Works took third on Jones’s death at first and scored as McBride fumbled 
Bush’s little bouncer.” 
 
Eleventh Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Cobb was first up for Detroit in the eleventh. After getting two strikes he scooped a 
low ball out to Milan. Crawford slammed a single to right. Delahanty flied to Gessler for the second out. Then 
Crawford stole second and proceeded to take third by the same method on the fourth ball to Moriarty. Lathers hit 
a low bounder to Cunningham, who made the stop and then proceeded to throw low to first, the ball getting past 
Somerlott and the game ended as Crawford crossed the plate with the sixth Detroit tally.” 
 
Detroit Journal (DJ) — “In the eleventh inning, with two out and Crawford on third, Cunningham made a costly 
boot of Lathers’ grounder and Crawford galloped home with the winning run.” 
 
Detroit News (DN) — “With Cobb down in the eleventh, Crawford singled. Delahanty flied and Crawford stole 
second. As Moriarty walked Crawford stole third. Lathers hit an easy grounder to Cunningham. The second 
sacker made a clean pickup and then threw the ball on a bound to Somerlott. The ball struck the first sacker’s 
glove and bounded out, Crawford scoring the winning run.” 
 
Detroit Times (DT) — “Crawford’s finishing burst as a grand effort. In the eleventh, with one out, he singled, stole 
second and third, and then scored on an agitated chuck to first. … When Crawford can win a game for Detroit by 
singling in the eleventh, and then stealing second and third and scoring on an error, it looks like the Tiger camp 
had a new star.” 
 
Washington Evening Star (WES) — “In the eleventh Crawford singled with one down, and stole second. 
Delahanty flied out. Crawford stole third as Moriarty walked. With two men down and Crawford on third, Lathers 
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hit an easy grounder to Cunningham. Then second-sacker made a bounding thrown, and the ball bounded out of 
Somerlott’s mitt. Lathers was over first before Somerlett recovered and Crawford was home with the winning run.” 
 
Washington Herald (WHLD) — “The Tigers and Nationals battled eleven innings before the league leaders, by 
virtue of a single by Crawford, his steals of second and third, and a low chuck to first by Cunningham worked 
around the run that spelled defeat for the men of McAleer.” 
 
Washington Post (WP) — “With one out in the eleventh, Crawford singled to right and stole the next two bases. 
After Delahanty had flied to Gessler and Moriarty had been passed, Lathers hit an easy grounder to Cunningham, 
who threw badly to first, Lathers being safe, and Crawford crossing the plate with the winning run.” 
 
Washington Times (WT) — “Milan seized Cobb’s sailer in the eleventh,but Crawford cracked his first single to 
right. He pilfered second and, after Delahanty had skied to Lelivelt, hypothecated the next cushion. Hughes had 
relieved Groom in the ninth and was doing good work, but he could not overcome that incubus, ‘Silk’ O’Loughlin. 
Moriarty was passed generously by the ‘King of Umps.’ Then came the auspicious moment for the jungaleers. 
Lathers was patient and picked out one to his liking. But Hughes had ‘something on the ball’ and a puny roller 
went to Cunningham for what seemed an easy out. No, he slapped a yellow toss to Somerlott, and Crawford had 
made the winning run.”   
 
SUMMARY of the 6 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (Fifth Inning) — Ness scored on a 1-RBI double by Jones. 
2 (Fifth Inning) — Stanage scored on a 1-RBI single by Cobb. 
 
3 (Seventh Inning) — Jones scored on a 1-RBI single by Delahanty. 
 
4 (Eighth Inning) — Schaller scored on a 1-RBI double by Works. 
5 (Eighth Inning) — Works scored (from third base) on a 2-out grounder by Bush who was safe on a fielding error 
(fumbled grounder) by the shortstop McBride. 
 
6 (Eleventh Inning) — Crawford scored (from third base) on a 2-out fielding error (wild throw to first) by the second 
baseman Cunningham; the batter, Lathers, was safe on the fielding error. 
 
SUMMARY of the 6 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper box scores) 
 

Player DFP DJ DN DT WES WHLD WP WT TSL OFF-DBD 

Jones 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Bush 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Cobb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Crawford 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Delahanty 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moriarty 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Ness 
     Schaller 
     Lathers 

1 
1 
0 

1 
1 
0 

1 
1 
0 

1 
1 
0 

1 
1 
0 

1 
1 
0 

1 
1 
0 

1 
1 
0 

1 
1 
0 

2 
0 
0 

Stanage 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Works 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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CONCLUSIONS: 
 
• Schaller actually scored 1 run — not 0 runs as shown on official DBD records — in the game. 
• Ness actually scored 1 run — not 2 runs as shown on official DBD records — in the game. 
 
• Schaller actually scored 9 runs — not 8 runs as shown on official DBD records — in the season. 
• Ness actually scored 5 runs — not 6 runs as shown on official DBD records — in the season. 
 
 
July 28, 1911 (Second Game) — Detroit at Philadelphia — Detroit Scored 5 runs 
 
Third Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Jones walked for a starter and remained on first while Bush was popping to Barry. 
Cobb, after hitting a foul over the right field fence, tapped one in front of the plate and beat Lapp’s hurried throw. 
In endeavoring to catch Jones of second, Coombs hit him with the ball and both runners moved along. Murphy got 
Crawford’s long foul after a run, Jones reaching the rubber and Cobb taking third. Without Coombs’s error the 
men would have advanced on the catch and both would have scored on Delahanty’s nice single to right. As Jones 
had already rung up his run, only Cobb was in position to profit by this welt, his run tying the count. Moriarty again 
struck out.”  
 
Detroit Journal (DJ) — “Detroit came through in the third, Jones hitting and Cobb making a bunt after Bush 
popped out. Both runners pegged a hole when Coombs bounded it off Jones trying to nip him at second, and 
Jones came in on Crawford’s long foul to Murphy. Delahanty singled Cobb home.” 
 
Detroit News (DN) — “Jones walked and Cobb scratched a single in front of the plate. They advanced when 
Coombs threw wild to get Jones off second. Jones counted on Crawford’s sacrifice and Cobb came home on a 
single by Delahanty.” 
 
Detroit Times (DT) — Nothing at all. 
 
Sixth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Successive doubles into the crowd by Crawford and Delahanty gave the Tigers one 
[run] in the sixth, all this happening with none out. Moriarty hit to Baker, who made a stab at Delahanty and forced 
him out of the line, as [Umpire] Connolly says, or did nothing of the sort, as almost everybody else contends, 
whichever you please. At any rate Delahanty was clear out and Baker got the ball to first in time for a double play. 
If the decision on Delahanty was wrong, it cost a run, for O’Leary came through with a hit. Then Stanage waved a 
three and the side was out.” 
 
Detroit Journal (DJ) — “Doubles by Crawford and Delahanty gave the Tigers one [run] in the sixth.” 
 
Detroit News (DN) — “Crawford scored after he doubled to the crowd and Delahanty followed suit.” 
 
Detroit Times (DT) — Nothing at all. 
 
Eighth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Delahanty began the Tiger eighth with his third two-bagger of the day. Moriarty 
sacrificed and O’Leary delivered the run by making the first ball pitched to center. Stanage fanned, but O’Leary 
made second on a passed ball and was in position to score when Donovan electrified the mob by bursting a hit to 
the suburbs frequented by [center fielder] Oldring. jones smeared a double to center, but Donovan paused at 
third, and was still there when Bush was taken out on strikes.”  
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Detroit Journal (DJ) — “In the eighth, Delahanty hit for two cushions again, Moriarty sacrificed, and Delahanty 
counted when O’Leary hit safely. O’Leary moved up on a passed ball and scored when Donovan hit safely. Jones 
doubled, but he and Donovan were left.” 
 
Detroit News (DN) — “Delahanty started the eighth with his third double. Moriarty sacrificed and O’Leary singled, 
scoring Delahanty. O’Leary went to second on a passed ball and scored on a single to center by Donovan.” 
 
Detroit Times (DT) — Nothing at all. 
 
SUMMARY of the 5 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (Third Inning) — Jones scored on a 1-RBI sacrifice fly by Crawford. 
2 (Third Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI single by Delahanty. 
 
3 (Sixth Inning) — Crawford scored on a 1-RBI double by Delahanty. 
 
4 (Eighth Inning) — Delahanty scored on a 1-RBI single by O’Leary. 
5 (Eighth Inning) — O’Leary scored on a 1-RBI single by Donovan. 
 
SUMMARY of the 5 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper box scores) 
 

Player DFP DJ DN DT TSL OFF-DBD 

Jones 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Bush 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Cobb 1 1 1 1 1 0 

Crawford 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Delahanty 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Moriarty 0 0 0 0 0 1 

O’Leary 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Stanage 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Donovan 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS: 
 
• Cobb actually scored 1 run — not 0 runs as shown on official DBD records — in the game. 
• Moriarty actually scored 0 runs — not 1 run as shown on official DBD records — in the game. 
• Stanage actually scored 0 runs — not 1 run as shown on official DBD records — in the game. 
 
• Cobb actually scored 148 runs — not 147 runs as shown on official DBD records — in the season. 
• Moriarty actually scored 50 runs — not 51 runs as shown on official DBD records — in the season. 
• Stanage actually scored 44 runs — not 45 runs as shown on official DBD records — in the season. 
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August 2, 1911 (Second Game) — Detroit at Boston — Detroit Scored 2 runs 
 
Second Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “The Tigers tied it up in their second. Crawford started this with a single to right and 
went to third when Pape hit him with the ball in trying to catch him dozing, the pill bouncing off Crawford’s 
anatomy into the peasantry. Moriarty’s long fly to Riggert sent the run in.” 
 
Detroit Journal (DJ) — “The Tigers tied [1-1] in the second, Crawford hitting safely and going to third on Pape’s 
bad peg to get him off the base; he went in on Moriarty’s long fly.” 
 
Detroit News (DN) — Nothing at all. 
 
Detroit Times (DT) — Nothing at all. 
 
Eighth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Delahanty started the eighth with a double and took third when Paper made a bad 
throw trying to catch him off his base. O’Leary’s sacrifice fly sent Delahanty home after Moriarty had lifted to 
Speaker. Stanage fanned.” 
 
Detroit Journal (DJ) — “The Tigers got their last run in the eighth, Delahanty doubling and pegging a hole on 
Page’s bad toss. O;Leary lifted a long fly on which Delahanty scored.” 
 
Detroit News (DN) — Nothing at all. 
 
Detroit Times (DT) — Nothing at all. 
 
SUMMARY of the 2 runs the Tigers scored (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (Second Inning) — Crawford scored on a 1-RBI sacrifice fly by Moriarty. 
 
2 (Eighth Inning) — Delahanty scored on a 1-RBI sacrifice fly by O’Leary. 
 
SUMMARY of the 5 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper box scores) 
 

Player DFP DJ DN DT TSL OFF-DBD 

Jones 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Bush 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Cobb 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Crawford 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Delahanty 1 1 1 1 1 0 

Moriarty 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O’Leary 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Stanage 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Lafitte 
     Schmidt 
     Lathers 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
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CONCLUSIONS: 
 
• Delahanty actually scored 1 run — not 0 runs as shown on official DBD records — in the game. 
 
• Delahanty actually scored 83 runs — just as shown on official DBD records — in the season [see below]. 
 
 
September 4, 1911 (Second Game) — Detroit at St. Louis — Detroit Scored 10 runs 
 
Second Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “The Tigers had made one tally on their part [of the second] on a single to Wallace by 
Gainer and Wallace’s two-base overthrow to Hogan. Gainer scored on a single by Stanage.” [NOTE: Gainer was 
batted in by Stanage (single).] 
 
Detroit Journal (DJ) — Nothing at all. 
 
Detroit News (DN) — “A wild throw by Wallace, which let Gainer reach third on an infield grounder, and an out by 
Moriarty put the Tigers in the lead in the second inning.” 
 
Detroit Times (DT) — Nothing at all. 
 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat (SLGD) — “With Drake out of the way, Gainer shot a single past Lake, and when 
Wallace threw past Hogan, the runner went all the way to third. Moriarty was out, LaPorte to Hogan, and Gainer 
scored. Stanage singled to center. Lafitte flied to Schweitzer.” [NOTE: Gainer was batted in by Moriarty 
(groundout).] 
 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (SLPD) — Nothing at all. 
 
St. Louis Star-Times (SLST) — Nothing at all. 
 
Third Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Bush walked. Cobb spanked a single to center and Bush raced to third. Crawford’s 
single to left scored Bush and put Cobb on second. Cobb moved up n a sacrifice from Delahanty and scored on 
an infield out that Drake manufactured.” 
 
Detroit Journal (DJ) — “Bush walked as a starter. Cobb singled, then Crawford came through with another one 
base knock, Bush scoring and Cobb reaching third. Cobb scored shortly afterwards on an infield out.” 
 
Detroit News (DN) — Nothing at all. 
 
Detroit Times (DT) — Nothing at all. 
 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat (SLGD) — “Bush walked and went to third when Cobb singled to left. Crawford singled 
to the same field, Bush scoring. Delahanty sacrificed, Lake to Laporte. On Drake’s out, LaPorte to Hogan, Cobb 
scored. Gainer tapped to Lake.” 
 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (SLPD) — Nothing at all. 
 
St. Louis Star-Times (SLST) — Nothing at all. 
 
Fifth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
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Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Cobb singled and took a big lead off first. Stephens attempted to get him with a snap 
throw to Hogan and Cobb started for second. It looked as though he would have arrived at the keystone station if 
the ball had been handled properly, but the official scorer charged Hogan with an error for dropping the ball and 
did not give Cobb a stolen base. He pilfered third cleanly and counted when Delahanty beat a single to deep 
short.” 
 
Detroit Journal (DJ) — Nothing at all. 
 
Detroit News (DN) — Nothing at all. 
 
Detroit Times (DT) — Nothing at all. 
 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat (SLGD) — “One down, Cobb singled to center. Lake had Cobb picked off first but 
Hogan dropped the throw. Crawford boosted to Meloan. Cobb swiped third and scored on Delahanty’s single past 
Wallace. Drake hit to center and was forced by Gainer.” 
 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (SLPD) — Nothing at all. 
 
St. Louis Star-Times (SLST) — Nothing at all. 
 
Seventh Inning — Detroit scored 6 runs 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Bush walked again. Cobb singled and Bush attained third. Cobb stole, but Bush was 
held at third. Cobb might have been out but for the fact that Wallace dropped the throw. Crawford plunked a 
double into right and both Bush and Cobb crossed the plate easily. This finished Lake, and Powell went in. 
Delahanty put Crawford on third by a neat sacrifice. Drake walked and stole. Gainer was passed. Then came 
Moriarty, who stung a liner that LaPorte dropped, Crawford scoring. Half-way decent play would have ended the 
rally here, but LaPorte made two mistakes in muffing the ball and throwing wildly to Hogan. As Stanage was 
thrown out by LaPorte, Drake came over. Lafitte maintained the dignity of the pitching department with a single, 
letting Gainer and Moriarty tally.”  
 
Detroit Journal (DJ) — “In the sixth Bush again walked. Cobb singled, then Crawford doubled, sending in both 
runners. Lake was pulled and Powell went in. Delahanty sacrificed. Drake walked. Gainer walked, then Moriarty 
shot a liner that turned LaPorte almost completely around. LaPorte dropped the ball then tossed wild to Hogan, 
Crawford scoring. Stanage went out, Drake scoring. Lafitte singled, putting in Gainer and Moriarty. Bush was up 
for the second time in the inning and he went out.” 
 
Detroit News (DN) — “A walk to Bush, a single by Cobb, and a double by Crawford brought in the first two [runs]. 
Then Powell took the mound. Drake walked and Gainer did the same, filling the bases. Moriarty lined to LaPorte, 
who dropped the ball and Crawford scored. Stanage’s out brought in another [run], and a single by Lafitte scored 
two more [runs] and the count for the round was six.” 
 
Detroit Times (DT) — Nothing at all. 
 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat (SLGD) — “Bush walked. Cobb singled to center and stole second. Crawford doubled 
to right, Bush and Cobb scoring. Lake was benched and Powell went on duty. Delahanty sacrificed. Drake and 
Gainer walked, filling the bases. Moriarty was safe on LaPorte’s error, Crawford scoring. Stanage was out, 
LaPorte to Hogan and Drake scored. Lafitte singled to center, scoring Gainer and Moriarty. Bush forced Lafitte.” 
 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (SLPD) — Nothing at all. 
 
St. Louis Star-Times (SLST) — Nothing at all. 
 
SUMMARY of the 10 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
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1 (Second Inning) — Gainer scored on a 1-RBI single by Stanage. 
 
2 (Third Inning) — Bush scored on a 1-RBI single by Crawford. 
3 (Third Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI groundout by Drake. 
 
4 (Fifth Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI single by Delahanty. 
 
5 (Seventh Inning) — Bush scored on a 2-RBI double by Crawford. 
6 (Seventh Inning) — Cobb scored on a 2-RBI double by Crawford. 
7 (Seventh Inning) — Crawford scored (from third base) on a 0-out fielding error (muffed fly ball) by the shortstop 
Wallace; the batter, Moriarty, was safe on the fielding error. 
8 (Seventh Inning) — Drake scored on a 1-RBI groundout by Stanage. 
9 (Seventh Inning) — Gainer scored on a 2-RBI single by Lafitte. 
10 (Seventh Inning) — Moriarty scored on a 2-RBI single by Lafitte. 
 
SUMMARY of the 10 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper box scores) 
 

Player DFP DJ DN DT SLGD SLPD SLST TSL OFF-DBD 

Bush 2 2 2 2 2 —- —- 2 2 

Cobb 3 3 3 3 3 —- —- 3 3 

Crawford 1 1 1 1 1 —- —- 1 1 

Delahanty 0 0 0 0 0 —- —- 0 1 

Drake 1 1 1 1 1 —- —- 1 1 

Gainer 2 2 2 2 2 —- —- 2 2 

Moriarty 1 1 1 1 1 —- —- 1 1 

Stanage 0 0 0 0 0 —- —- 0 1 

Lafitte 
     Willett 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

—- 
—- 

—- 
—- 

0 
0 

0 
0 

 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS: 
 
• Delahanty actually scored 0 runs — not 1 run as shown on official DBD records — in the game. 
 
• Delahanty actually scored 83 runs — just as shown on official DBD records — in the season [see above]. 
 
 
September 29, 1911 — Detroit at Washington — Detroit Scored 9 runs 
 
First Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Bush opened the game with a double and Cobb was walked. Crawford sacrificed. 
Delahanty hit to Conroy, and Bush beat the throw to the plate. Drake struck out, and Hughes caught Cobb trying 
to steal home.” 
 
Detroit News (DN) — Nothing at all. 
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Washington Evening Star (WES) — Nothing at all. 
 
Washington Herald (WHLD) — “Bush greeted Hughes with a double to left and Cobb walked. Crawford advanced 
them a peg and Delahanty hit to Conroy, who attempted to throw Bush out at the plate, but the Tiger short fielder 
beat the throw home. Cobb made a fake start for home and Henry picked him off third. Drake ended the inning by 
fanning.” 
 
Washington Times (WT) — “Bush’s double, a base on balls, a sacrifice, and an out gave Detroit one run in the 
first.” 
 
Third Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “In the third, with Bush out, Cobb tripled to the ‘bull’ sign in right center. Crawford 
singled the run over, and died stealing. Delahanty hit the center field fence for three and counted on an infield 
single by Drake, who was retired stealing, ending the round.” 
 
Detroit News (DN) — Nothing at all. 
 
Washington Evening Star (WES) — Nothing at all. 
 
Washington Herald (WHLD) — “Bush was called out on strikes and Cobb smashed the ball up against the left 
field fence for three bases, fast work on Milan’s part holding Cobb at third. Crawford singled to right and Cobb 
scored. Crawford died trying to steal. Delahanty tripled to left and scored when Drake beat out a tap to McBride. 
Drake was thrown out at second by Henry.” 
 
Washington Times (WT) — “The Tigers strengthened their position in the third on triples by Cobb and Delahanty 
and singles by Crawford and Drake.” 
 
Sixth Inning — Detroit scored 4 runs 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Gainer, first batter, tripled to the barrier in center. Moriarty flied. Stanage singled the 
run across. Donovan also hit for a base. Henry threw out Bush, moving up the two men who were on. Cobb hit for 
two bases, scoring the runners. Crawford then tore off the longest hit of the day, over Milan’s head for three 
bases. Cobb scored, but Crawford was left when Elberfeld flagged Delahanty.” 
 
Detroit News (DN) — Nothing at all. 
 
Washington Evening Star (WES) — Nothing at all. 
 
Washington Herald (WHLD) — “Gainer opened this [sixth] round with a triple to left and Moriarty popped to 
Elberfeld. Stanage singled, scoring Gainer, and Donovan slammed a safety to center. Bush went out, Henry to 
Schaefer, Stanage and Donovan moving up. Cobb then decided that a double would be about enough, and 
Stanage and Donovan both scored. Crawford hit to center for three bases and Cobb registered the fourth run of 
the inning. Elberfeld tossed out Delahanty.”  
 
Washington Times (WT) — “For Detroit, Gainer tripled past Walker, Stanage and Donovan hit safely, and Cobb’s 
double was followed by a three-bagger by Crawford. When the atmosphere cleared the Tigers had piled up four 
registrations.” 
 
Seventh Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Drake scored in the seventh on his own single, a wild pitch, and a lucky hit by 
Moriarty.” 
 
Detroit News (DN) — Nothing at all. 
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Washington Evening Star (WES) — Nothing at all. 
 
Washington Herald (WHLD) — “Drake singled and went to second on a wild pitch. Gainer fanned and Moriarty 
singled to left, Walker messing up the ball and Drake scoring, Moriarty going to second. A wild pitch advanced 
Moriarty to third, but he died there as Stanage fanned and Donovan went out on a roller to Elberfeld.” 
 
Washington Times (WT) — Nothing at all. 
 
Eighth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run 
 
Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Cobb tripled to left in the eighth and counted on Crawford’s long fly.” 
 
Detroit News (DN) — Nothing at all. 
 
Washington Evening Star (WES) — Nothing at all. 
 
Washington Herald (WHLD) — “After Grady had thrown Bush out at first, Cobb tripled to left and scored when 
Crawford lifted a high fly to Walker. Delahanty singled, but Henry threw him out at second.” 
 
Washington Times (WT) — Nothing at all. 
 
SUMMARY of the 9 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions) 
 
1 (First Inning) — Bush scored on a 1-RBI safe-on-fielder’s-choice by Delahanty. 
 
2 (Third Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI single by Crawford. 
3 (Third Inning) — Delahanty scored on a 1-RBI single by Drake. 
 
4 (Sixth Inning) — Gainer scored on a 1-RBI single by Stanage. 
5 (Sixth Inning) — Stanage scored on a 2-RBI double by Cobb. 
6 (Sixth Inning) — Donovan scored on a 2-RBI double by Cobb. 
7 (Sixth Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI triple by Crawford. 
 
8 (Seventh Inning) — Drake scored on a 1-RBI single by Moriarty. 
 
9 (Eighth Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI sacrifice fly by Crawford. 
 
SUMMARY of the 9 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper box scores) 
 

Player DFP DN WES WHLD WT TSL OFF-DBD 

Bush 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Cobb 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Crawford 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Delahanty 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Drake 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Gainer 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

Moriarty 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Stanage 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Donovan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS: 
 
• Gainer actually scored 1 run — not 0 runs as shown on official DBD records — in the game. 
 
• Gainer actually scored 33 runs — not 32 runs as shown on official DBD records — in the season. 
 
 
 


